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Ka Pepe’s Legacy
The late Ex-Senator Jose “Pepe” W. Diokno,
a staunch nationalist and beloved of student
activists in the 1970’s, is unfortunately not
the subject of this editorial piece. Got you
there, huh?
Our Ka Pepe is Jose B. Santos, who
practiced more as an agriculturist rather than
as a factory man, as indicated by the
inclination of his few written articles about the
sugar industry. Nonetheless, he is best
remembered by his piece on factory
performance, titled “Basic Purity: How Good
is Your Factory?” This treatise focuses on an
instrument that can help a cane farmer
determine which of two (2) sugar mills being
compared is better efficiency-wise, when
milling sugar cane of the same quality.
When the article first saw print in 1965, it
essayed to provide a reply to this query—
“How can a not technically-inclined sugar
cane farmer determine whether the factory is
doing well or not in the process of recovering
sugar from his cane deliveries?” Now, isn’t
this a general concern by sugar cane
growers all around? Isn’t it handy for the
farmers to have this knowledge to guide
where to deliver their canes, given that they
have a choice? This could save them some
expenses normally incurred in the transport
and delivery of their canes, not to mention
affording them better returns on their crop
from higher recoveries from more efficient
factories?
There was a quite similar endeavour in these
regards way back in the 1980’s when an
SRA technical personnel by the name of
Corpuz (ahem) did a paper titled “Indexing
Factory Performance and Cane Quality: A
Cane Grower’s Guide to Comparing Mill
Efficiencies” (Philsutech, 1993) which, as the
title implies, carries an objective to help the
farmers how to gauge the respective
(Continued on p. 8)

The Extension Services Division of
Luzon and Mindanao held its annual
Area Conference on February 25-27,
2014 at the SRA Training Room in
Quezon City. The yearly event aims to
continuously enhance the
competencies of its personnel to
obtain a more productive and efficient
performance.
The participants were comprised of
ESD Chief (L & M) Dr. Dina PadillaFernandez, Mr. Max Pelle, Ms. Evelyn
Estanislao, Mr. Zyrus Oliver Montiel,
Mr. Joseph Peter Gonzales, Mr. Ian
Kent Guiritan, Mr. Reno Arevalo and
Mill District Officers Adel Catuira
(Pampanga), Joel Ronario (Tarlac),
Lucio Santiago (Don Pedro), Salvador
Ocampo (Balayan), Tess Caballero
(Bicol), Lito Caranguian (Cagayan),
Edgar Aclao (Davao), Ireneo Nuñez
(Cotabato) and Wilfredo Mapano
(Bukidnon).
The event formally kicked off with a
special message from Deputy Adm.
Aida Ignacio who stressed the

importance of having such conference.
She made special mention of the need
of hiring new agriculturists in line with
SRA’s project called “Preparing the
Sugarcane Growers for Year 2015 and
Beyond through Accelerated
Technology Transfer.” According to
her, old agriculturists should teach the
newly-hired ones because they will
definitely help improve the system
especially in obtaining accurate data.
Ms. Ignacio also expressed to the
participants SRA’s strong support to
Extension people in terms of gadgets
(like laptops) and vehicles to make
their work more efficient.
Board Member Pablito Sandoval
meanwhile posed the question as to
how are we going to compete in the
market given the looming scenario
come 2015. He pointed out that SRA
people should take criticisms and
feedbacks positively. It’s also
imperative that they should always

(Continued on p. 2)
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The Department of Agriculture,
SRA Participates in Advance Training Course on
through the Information and
Satellite Image Processing In Singapore
Technology Communication for
Agriculture and Fisheries (ITCAF)
and in partnership with the GeoSurveys and Mapping, Inc. (GSMI)
sponsored a training course in
Advance Satellite Image
Processing on January 21-24,
2014 at the Concorde Hotel in
Seminar participants flash their smiles along with the resource speakers
Singapore.
(Continued on p. 3)

as they all oblige for a special photo op.

(Extension Stages. . . from p. 1)

think that they are good and efficient workers who deserve
the confidence of their clientele.
When it was Adm. Regina Bautista-Martin’s turn to impart her
inspiring message, she told the body the importance of
knowing the profile of the mill districts and what basic services
are best provided in each. She said that everyone in the work
force should be on the same page since there is only one
administrator. This is the reason why she strongly supported
the hiring of new agriculturists to accelerate technology
transfer to farmers because information as such will greatly
help enhance their decision-making skills in farming.
She explained that the main foundation of block farming is to
bring back small farms to plantation size i.e., economic size in
sugarcane growing. Adm. Martin encouraged the MDO’s to
tap potential entrepreneurs through the new agriculturists and
let them assist in the formation of block farms.

programs that these people can do in order to find their
strengths. The idea of Technology Transfer should be taught
to them. MDO’s should be able to make good plans for these
new employees as long as the office can monitor.
While Ms. Maru Gumera, Manager III, Planning and Policy
Department (PPD) presented the latest updates on DAR-SRA
Block Farms, LAREC’s Ms. Vina Serrano, Senior Science
Research Specialist and her counterpart on LGAREC, Mr.
Rimmon Armones highlighted the results of eco-test farms in
the Luzon and Mindanao and Visayas areas, respectively.
Ms. Serrano also gave updates on sugarcane technology and
Mr. Armones presented the newly released HYV varieties in
the Visayas area. Said presentations earned warm reception
from the participants as lively open forums followed.

All MDO’s were made to present their accomplishments, ongoing projects and their target settings. PPD’s Ms. Leilani
Abacan and Internal Audit Dept.’s General Manager III Mr.
Luis Marajas were asked to evaluate the presentations as
they critiqued each MDO’s performance. At the end of the
As a parting shot, Adm. Martin reiterated that it’s a must to
session, the two invited evaluators were made to choose the
have an accurate profile of each mill district. The role of SRA
Best Presenter and it was Mr. Joel Ronario of Tarlac who,
is a catalyst for its stakeholders to continue making business.
during the question and answer portion was able to handle
Relative to this, she enjoined the MDO’s to know how many
queries from the body with much aplomb and confidence. He
available resources such as tractors are there in their
was singled out for his orderly, concise and easy-to-follow
respective areas and if there’s a lack, create service
presentation.
providers. Again, the gracious lady administrator pointed out
that unity is imperative to achieve success.
Dr. Dina Padilla-Fernandez led the presentation of Extension
Programs, Implementing Schedules and Guidelines
On his part, Mr. Butch Alisla, Executive Assistant V averred
(Accelerated Technology Transfer, SRA Block Farming,
that when the product and services are cheaper, they will be
Demo Farms and GAD) where a lively and cerebral exchange
patronized. This is why there is a need to go back to the
of ideas took place. Ditto with the Mill District Reporting
basics at this point. He cited that the role of SRA is to help
Guidelines handled by Mr. Max Pelle. On his end, Mr.
educate the farmers to produce sugar at a low price, because
Fernando Corpuz, Manager III, RDE revealed that the
when we import sugar that will be the start of 2015, it will all
Department of Agriculture is willing to help SRA’s projects. He
depend on how we will handle the situation wisely. So, it is
encouraged the MDO’s as well to continue practicing equality
important to continue innovating.
in their mill districts and be more involved. In going around the
With regards to the hiring of new agriculturists, Mr. Alisla
mills, more will be accomplished.
suggested to the MDO’s to come up with the proper tasks and
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SRA Hires New Agriculturists

*Don Pedro: Kristopher Limon, Joemer Vecinal, Jane Veena
Pelle and Mharvin Alvizo

In line with its banner project called “Preparing the Sugarcane *Pampanga: Kris Niño Ocampo and Brandy Dale
Growers for Year 2015 and Beyond through Accelerated
*Bicol: Rene Gonzaga and Randyl Bombase
Technology Transfer”, the Sugar Regulatory Administration
*Tarlac: Nathaniel Franco, Francis David and Mylene Miclat
recently hired some 100 new agriculturists.
*Quezon City: Recchiel de Paz and Antonio Espiritu, Jr. (IT)
SRA has identified a number of proven technologies for
increased productivity and reduction of production cost.
These have to be formally approved and packaged for
dissemination and adoption by farmers. Some form of
technology transfer kits has to be designed and produced. To
accelerate the introduction, transfer and adoption of the
technology, technically-knowledgeable personnel ought to be
hired and deployed in each mill district to augment the
existing agriculturists assigned in said areas.
Their primary function would be to identify, connect and
coach farmers on adoption of the approved technologies.
They are expected to work closely with SRA agriculturists as
agents of change to hasten the transfer of productive farming
systems and sustainable technologies to a large number of
sugarcane farmers nationwide. Preferably, they ought to be
Agriculture or any Agri-related course graduates.
For the Luzon and Mindanao areas, the Extension Services
Division of SRA-Quezon City spearheaded the screening and
evaluation of the applicants led by Chief Agriculturist Dina
Padilla-Fernandez, Mr. Max Pelle, Ms. Evelyn Estanislao, Mr.
Zyrus Oliver Montiel and Mr. Joseph Peter Gonzales. They
The SRA screening panel interviewing the applicants.
were greatly assisted by the different Mill District Officers
namely, Mr. Adel Catuira (Pampanga), Mr. Joel Ronario
(Tarlac), Mr. Lito Caranguian (Cagayan), Ms. Tess Caballero
(SRA Participates. . . from p. 2)
(Bicol), Mr. Lucio Santiago (Don Pedro), Mr. Salvador
Ocampo (Balayan), Mr. Edgar Aclao (Davao), Mr. Ireneo
The Sugar Regulatory Administration participated in the elite
Nuñez (Cotabato) and Mr. Wilfredo Mapano (Bukidnon).
event with the attendance of Tarlac Mill District Officer Mr.
Joel Ronario. Some 50 other delegates from the Department
After strict discussions and close deliberations on each
of Agriculture’s various attached agencies and bureaus were
applicant’s qualifications and potentials, the following were
also present.
hired as new agriculturists:
*Balayan: Ericson Consigo, Gomer Magpantay, Efren Avena While the GSMI technical staff conducted the training on
Satellite Image Processing, Classification and GIS,
and Milbert Jay Andrew Cabrido
consultants from DA-ITCAF presented updates and
*Bukidnon: Ethel Jean Manangkila, Ruel Guardarama,
developments to the delight of the participants since they
Jonahwel Quiachon, Don Ric Balacase, Glenn Dayondon,
became more abreast on the latest breakthroughs.
Ma. Vanessa Kibos, Judelyn Ga, Hilario Sarmiento, Hector
Tabilla, Marlene Naluan, Klinton Ed Venci, Johnny Agsaoay, On their end, each participating agency highlighted the
importance of the said training to their respective
Jr., John Paolo Llejes, Rachel Sarol and Roy Permias.
organization. Speaking for SRA, Mr. Ronario stressed that
*Cagayan: Chester Donato, Samuel Agustin and Alma Besa the seminar will be of great help in the Crop Estimation and
Forecasting system of the sugar industry.
*Cotabato: Badrodin Patadon and Rex Dumalaba
*Davao: Resty Obiso, Jocelyn Policarpio and Joey Tanduyan
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OPSI for Maysua Farmers
Conducted
BMDDFI Approves Upgrading of SRA/
MDDC Soils Laboratory
During its recent board meeting on January 16, 2014 at the
HRTC 2nd Floor of the CAMC Building in Busco, Quezon,
Bukidnon, the Board of Trustees of the Bukidnon Mill District
Development Foundation Inc. has approved the upgrading of
the SRA/MDDC Soils Laboratory in order to serve the
sugarcane farmers of the district better.

The Extension team of Zyrus Oliver Montiel, Rosa Tan, Tess
Caballero, Salvador Ocampo and Joseph Peter Gonzales
travelled to Bicol on February 3-7, 2014 to conduct a threeday OPSI training for the Maysua farmers of Polangui, Albay.
Held at the Casa Basilisa Resort in Guinobatan, Albay, the
event proved to be a successful one.

The involved budget for the implementation of said project is
Five Hundred Thousand Pesos (P500,000.00) that includes
among others, the procurement of laboratory chemicals,
equipment and an additional room for the SRA/MDDC
laboratory to accommodate more samples in preparation for
the MDDC’s program for the district’s soil mapping. If ever,
the two soils drying rooms can now accommodate some 500
-600 samples.
The approval of the budget was made possible through the
assistance of Ms. Lynnette B. Mondia, Chief Quality Control
of Crystal Sugar Company Inc., and a member of the Board
of the MDDC who, together with the SRA laboratory staff
prepared the list of chemicals and equipment to be
purchased, Mr. Pablo Lorenzo III, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, Engr. Democrito G. Oppus and Engr. Antonio L.
Gamboa who moved and seconded for its approval.

It is perceived that in putting up another soils drying room,
some 500-600 samples can be accommodated.

Mr. Buddy Ocampo tackling the topic on cultural
management of the sugarcane plant.

On the first day, Ms. Tan was the initial speaker and she
explained the importance of Muscovado processing which
the group is into, the benefits that can be gained from it. She
presented the Muscovado industry status in the country, with
all figures that show pertinent developments in recent years.
For a clearer and balanced scenario, Ms. Tan presented as
well the pressing problems which plague the Muscovado
industry. Issues like: olden/traditional farming ways resulting
to low production and quality, financial constraints, and lack
of information regarding the correct pricing of Muscovado. To
combat these, she presented mitigating measures like:
improving the quality and facility in the production of
Muscovado. Farmers should also organize and have their
group registered in order to have access to various
institutions.
Ms. Tan presented as well the Philippine exports of
Muscovado from 2000-2012 which shows steady rise. One
question raised was if Muscovado business is being taxed or
the product itself, to which Ms. Tan answered no, unless a
business permit is requested. Relative to this, Mr. Salvador
Ocampo informed the participants that he was able to talk to
the manager of the Magallanes Women’s Club Multi-purpose
(Continued on p. 5)
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(OPSI Seminar. . . from p. 4)

Cooperative in Cavite which is also into Muscovado
production and they agreed that Maysua farmers can stage a
field trip or cross plant visit to their place to observe since their
machinery is more advanced. Ms. Tess Caballero said that it
is possible since there is a budget for this.
Mr. Zyrus Oliver Montiel thoroughly discussed everything
about the sugarcane plant. It turned out to be an enjoyable
interaction as the participants asked queries which reflected
their interest on the topic.
One important issue raised was not being able to have the
harvested sugarcane cooked into Muscovado right away
because of limited processing sites. Usually, many are linedup. If delayed in cooking, the sucrose gets inverted into
reducing sugar and just turns into syrup instead of Muscovado
powder. At this point, agricultural lime which is used to check
the acidity of the soil and the one being used for Muscovado
processing was distinguished by Ms. Tan.
Mr. Ocampo handled the lecture on the cultural management
of the sugarcane plant. He used Balayan as his showcase
since he is currently assigned there. He tackled about: land
preparation, seed pieces selection, planting, cultivation and
weed control.

should be a continuous enhancement of the products.
Convenience and safe packaging are a must.
He also reminded the participants that: consumers look for
clear and concise nutrition information; small eco-friendly
moves like recycled packaging, natural packaging and use of
bio-degradables are the “in” thing these days; the simpler and
more comfortable logos, the better; and the use of catchy
phrases is an advantage.
Certificates of Participation were distributed to each
participant towards the end of the three-day affair. Everybody
was thankful for the enriching and enjoyable experience.
(Successful Orientation. . . from p. 6)

Joseph Peter Gonzales introduced the attendees to the
enhancement of their facilitation and teaching skills potential
through various exercises like role-playing. It was explained
how communication plays a vital role in achieving success in
the field, whether it’s verbal or non-verbal. Later, Mr.
Gonzales lectured on powerful presentation skills which
would be of great help to the participants in the actual work
scenario.

The following day, the whole team went to LAREC for a
station tour and listened to various pertinent topics on basic
sugarcane growing. Mr. Adel Catuira, Mr. Zyrus Oliver
The following day witnessed the inspirational message of Mr. Montiel and Ms.
George Olayres, PIO-BDCO, DARPO, Albay. He said that the Evelyn Estanislao
Maysua Farmers Association ought to be proud because DAR along with LAREC’s
picked them among other groups to be the recipient of the
Ms. Agnes
grant. Actually, DAR is not just concerned on land distribution Casupanan and Ms.
alone but providing support services as well, just like this
Vina Serrano took
partnership with DA and SRA. The said OPSI seminar is one turns in lecturing.
concrete project. DAR chose the group as a model team so
The final stop of the
definitely, the support they would be getting is huge.
event was in San
On the third day, two invited speakers took the floor: Ms.
Felipe, Zambales
LAREC’s Ms. Agnes Casupanan was one of
Shiena Marie Sambitan, a young entrepreneur and Mr. Victor where all
the tapped lecturers who spoke about pests
and diseases of sugarcane.
Emmanuel Castro from the Department of Trade and Industry. agriculturists
The former shared her success story in Muscovado
engaged in different team-building activities led by Dr.
processing. She happens to be the proprietor of the Sambitan Fernandez to gauge their listening, cooperation and selfSweets @ Delight located in Sta. Cruz, Polangui, Albay. In
decision skills in performing the tasks assigned to them.
her message, she stressed the importance of selling clean
Everyone obviously enjoyed while learning a lot from the
products.
activities prepared for them which capitalized on proper
Meanwhile, Mr. Castro pointed out the essence of packaging communication and teamwork which are strong determinant
success factors in their present job. Before going home, Dr.
in selling products. He encouraged the body to have the
Fernandez presided the quarterly meeting of the Extension
initiative and drive. According to him, a good marketing
strategy is essential for a business to click with the market. He Services Division (L & M) in the presence of all MDO’s.
dares the participants to be different or experimental in selling
products. There should be no room for complacency. There
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Successful Orientation Workshop for Luzon’s New Agriculturists Staged
The Extension Division
(L & M) staged a
successful orientation/
workshop cum team
building for the newlyhired agriculturists in
the Luzon mill districts
along with their
respective MDO’s on
April 7-11, 2014. The
first three days were
held at the SRA
Training Room while
Administrator Martin poses with some of the agency’s top brass and
the remaining two at the
the newly-hired agriculturists for Luzon and Mindanao.
Luzon Agricultural
Research and Extension Center (LAREC) in Pampanga and Adm. Martin also cited that the vision is for the industry to be
in Zambales where the team building activities were done.
productive and profitable eventually. To achieve this, she
encouraged everyone to hasten their creativity. It’s a matter
The new agriculturists were comprised of: Ericson C.
of competent management to bring it back to plantation-size.
Consigo, Gomer P. Magpantay, Efren B. Avena and Milbert
There should be sustainability in the sugar industry.
Jay Andrew V. Cabrido (Balayan); Chester D. Donato,
Samuel D. Agustin, and Alma F. Besa (Carsumco); Kristopher Various office heads took turns in orienting the participants on
L. Limon, Jane Veena C. Pelle, Mharvin V. Alvizo and Joemer the flow or ins and outs of their respective department. There
C. Vecinal (Don Pedro); Kris Niño D. Ocampo and Brandy C. were Ms. Anita C. Mortega for Human Resource, Ms. Dolores
Dale (Pampanga); Rene O. Gonzaga and Randyl T.
dela Cruz for Budget, Ms. Erlinda J. Abacan for Accounting,
Bombase (Pensumil), Nathaniel A. Franco, Mylene Miclat and Ms. Malou delos Reyes for the Sugar Transaction Division,
Francis B. David (Tarlac); Rechiel M. De Paz and Antonio P. Mr. Luisito Malagkit for the Licensing and Monitoring, Ms.
Espiritu, Jr. (Quezon City).
Corazon Boyero for the Sugar Regulation and Enforcement
and Mr. Ferdie H. Corpuz for Research, Development &
In his welcome remarks on the first day, RDE Manager III Mr.
Extension. He also gave a brief lecture on Executive Order 18
Ferdie H. Corpuz told the attendees to be attentive,
or how SRA came into being.
participative and absorb everything that they would learn in
the five-day affair since this undertaking was specifically
Meanwhile, Ms. Maru Gumera, Manager III of the Planning
designed for them.
and Policy Dept. presented the current situation of the
industry for a better and clearer understanding and grasp of
On her part, Adm. Regina Bautista-Martin expressed
the new agriculturists. Mr. Butch Alisla, Executive Assistant V
happiness with the presence of each participant, encouraging
was tasked to talk about the Accelerated Technology
everyone to make the most of the event. She wished that
Transfer Project. He suggested for the participants to have an
their stay with the agency would be a fruitful and
idea on what technologies are available and try to come up
unforgettable one. She was hopeful as well that most of them
with recommendations or identify a certain strategy that they
would officially become part of SRA in the future.
can bring and learn together with the farmers.
The gracious lady administrator cited that it was imperative
The next day witnessed a series of practical exercises and
for the new agriculturists to know the history of the sugar
workshops where the attendees were made to participate
industry so she discussed in passing its early beginnings.
actively. Mr. Max Pelle, Supervising Agriculturist spearheaded
She pointed out that the main reason why SRA hired new
the group in the preliminary results of organization/farm
agriculturists is to impart technology to the farmers to improve
profiling up to the presentation of action plan and commitment
farm productivity. Time is of the essence. Things should be
- setting. ESD Chief Dr. Dina Padilla-Fernandez and Mr.
fast-tracked. We have to be efficient to be competitive in the
Asian region.
(Continued on p. 5)
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********

ni MANG TOM BAYAN

Ipinatigil ng SRA ang pagkolekta ng mga sugar mills ng
Php 2.00/Lkg mula sa sugar production para sa Research
and Development Program ng Philsurin.
Dahil dito, ang 60% ng koleksyon na ibinibigay ng Philsurin
para sa development projects ng Mill Districts ay mawawala
na rin.

Kailangan din ang improved mill efficiency for a better
sugar recovery. Maraming sugar planters ang
nagrereklamo dahil sa mababang PS/TC.
Mababa na ang presyo ng asukal, mababa pa rin ang PS/
TC, aba, eh baka hindi maibalik ang puhunan bukod pa sa
mas mababa ngayon ang produksyon ng halos 10% sa
Batangas.
Kapag ganito ang pangyayari, mawawalan ng silbi ang
Research and Development ng SRA sa pagpapabuti ng
sugar production.
********

Kaya hiniling ng BISPMPC sa CADP at BSCI sugar mills na
ituloy ang koleksyon ng P2.00/Lkg at i-remit diretso na sa
Luzonfed. Luzonfed na ang mag-re-remit ng pondo para sa
Philsurin.

Sinimulan na ang Nursery Project sa Don Pedro Mill
District. CADPI ang nagpahiram ng 5.0 hectare at karatig
ng irrigation water. Nagbibigay din ng tulong ang CADPI sa
pagpapahiram ng kanilang farm tractors.

********

********

Approved na ng SRA ang proposal ng Balayan at Don
Pedro MDDFI to establish HYV Nurseries. Ang magbibigay
ng pondo ay ang SRA sa halagang Php 90,000.00 per
hectare o Php 450,000.00 para sa 5.0 hectare nursery area
per Mill District.

Ang mga planters cooperative ay dapat magtulung-tulong
upang makapagtayo ng isang Ethanol Mill sa kanilang
distrito. Malaking tulong ito sa sugarcane industry.

Nagkaroon na ng MOA Signing noong ika-5 ng Pebrero
2014 sa Don Pedro at Balayan MDDFI.

asukal at 27.5 liters bawat Lkg ng asukal.

Sa nabasa kong data, 62.5 liters na Ethanol ang nakukuha
sa isang toneladang tubo; 550 liters sa isang toneladang

********

Sa presyong P32.00/liter ng Ethanol, ang halagang
makukuha sa isang toneladang tubo ay P2,000.00 at
P880.00 bawat Lkg ng asukal.

Sa taong 2015, 5% na lamang ang taripa ng asukal na
manggagaling sa ibang bansa. Mas mababa ang halaga ng
asukal na darating dahil mas mababa ang cost of
production nila.

Kung ang halaga ng darating na asukal ay P700/Lkg
lamang, mabuti pang i-convert na ito sa Ethanol.

Ang isang paraan para mapaliit ang cost of production ay
paggamit ng malalaking traktora para sa malalim na
paghahanda ng lupang taniman. Kapag malalim ang tanim,
mapaparami ang ratoon crops. Mas maliit ang gastos sa
ratoon crops.
********
Para sa karagdagang Farm Mechanization, ang BISPMPC
ay humingi ng tulong kay Cong. Mark Llandro Mendoza ng
4th District of Batangas para mabigyan ang Planters
Cooperative ng Mechanical Cane Harvester. Malaki ang
mamemenos sa cutting and loading at malulunasan din ang
kakulangan ng mga tabasero.

********
Dahil sa epekto ng bagyong Yolanda sa Eastern Visayas at
pabagu-bagong klima sa buong bansa, mababawasan
nang malaki ang sugar production sa Crop Year 20132014.
Ang ginawa ng SRA Board ay dinagdagan ng 6% mula sa
D ang B, kaya ngayon ay 92% na upang hindi kulangin ang
domestic requirement. Maaaring mawala pa ang D kung
kukulangin ang B.

(Continued on p. 8)
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meaning, at present scheme of things, a sugar mill handling a cane
with say FEJ % Pol of 17.00 and yields 1.54 ps/tc would still be
considered as having good performance.

(Editorial from p. 1)

performances of their mills.
However, Corpuz’s scheme involved a ready-made tabulation which
serves as a guide to the planters; Santos’ basic purity concept
allows them instant, easy mental calculation right on the top of their
coconuts.
Nicknamed “One-Tenth Pol”, the Basic Purity Concept states that
all the planter needs to know is their deliveries’ First Express/
Crusher Juice analysis, particularly the % Pol thereof, divide this
figure by 10, and voila!—one gets the PS/TC for his consignment,
that is, “if the factory has run efficiently.”
This is better appreciated with illustration, thus the table below:
Mill
Crusher Juice/First Express
Juice Analysis
Brix
Pol
Apparent Purity
PS/TC

A

B

21.80
17.67
81.06
1.57

17.26
14.13
81.87
1.42

Anyway put, Ka Pepe’s basic purity concept may still be used by
the planters to have an “indicative” recovery in terms of ps/tc, and
still say whether the factory is going good or bad. And this is a
legacy which may never be outlived by the industry that Ka Pepe
served and loved.
(Tawag Pansin from p. 7)

Tataas kaya ang presyo ng asukal kung malaki ang bagsak
ng produksyon? Ayon sa Law of Supply and Demand,
puwedeng tumaas.
Paano naman ang Ethanol production? Kung saan mas
malaki ang kikitain ng planters, doon sila pupunta para
magpailo ng tubo para Ethanol o para sa asukal.
********

Nagkausap kami ni Dir. Rodrigo B. Badayos, bagong Director
-General ng Philsurin noong bumisita siya sa Don Pedro
MDDFI. Gusto niyang ipagpatuloy ng Philsurin ang Research
Now, which factory is better, A or B? Under the basic purity
and Development Program upang maging matatag at
concept, if the cane in factory A is milled at factory B, then its PS/
TC should have been 1.76. Simply then, factory B is the more
competitive ang sugarcane industry. Binibisita niya ang lahat
efficient one. Putting it in a more technical sense, we have—the
ng Mill District upang alamin ang situation at concern ng mga
Basic Purity is that crusher juice/first express juice purity needed by sugar cane planters.
the processing mill which would yield a PS/TC equivalent to one
tenth of the %Pol of that juice. It has the formula given as—
Jb = J – (Pol/10 - PS/TC) / 0.02
Where

Jb
J

=
=

Basic Purity
Apparent Purity of the

Pol

=

Polarization of the Crusher

Crusher Juice
Juice

PS/TC =
piculs sugar per ton cane
0.02
=

Rendement, recovery in
A constant, increment of
recovery rounded to the
second decimal place per
degree increase of crusher
juice purity

Jb of course brings in the identity of the author.
The lower the result if variables are run in the formula, the better is
the factory performance.
This formula has been employed by the defunct Philsugin in its
evaluation and comparison of mill performances. Of course at
present times, there are already other measurement tools used in
efficiency assessments and, last time we look, seems that nobody
applies the concept anymore. Additionally, the ps/tc has since been
replaced by Lkg/tc when the country decided to go metric. A
random calculation to check the formula using purities and
recoveries yielded a lower than expected result, around 90%,

Sana magpatuloy ang Philsurin sa pagpapaunlad ng
sugarcane industry. Kahit mawala na ang sugar tariff after
year 2015 competitive pa rin tayo.
********

Sa regular meeting ng Don Pedro MDDFI Board of Trustees
noong Marso 27, 2014 ay ipinagkaloob ni Mr. Ferdie Corpuz
ang halagang Php 362,500.00 bilang 1st tranch para sa 5.0
hectare Nursery Project. Ang turn-over ng amount ay
sinaksihan nina Ka Lito Sandoval ng SRA at Sput
Monasteryo ng CADPI.

